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HIGH ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF THE WILSON ELEMENT�Ping Luo(Institute of Mathematis, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)Qun Lin(Institute of Systems Siene, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)AbstratIn this paper, the Wilson nononforming �nite element is onsidered for solvinga lass of seond-order ellipti boundary value problems. Based on an asymptotierror expansion for the Wilson �nite element, the global superonvergenes, theloal superonvergenes and the defet orretion shemes are presented.Key words: Finite elements, Defet orretion, Global superonvergene, Wilsonelement. 1. IntrodutionIt is well known that superonvergene estimates and error expansions for the on-forming �nite elements are well studied in many papers. We refer to [16℄ for a surveyon various results of superonvergene and to [10℄ for a fundamental work on asymp-toti error expansions and to [1℄{[3℄ for some tehniques on high auray analysis.However, for the nononforming elements, due to the redued ontinuity of trial andtest funtions, it beomes more diÆult to disuss superonvergene properties and re-lated asymptoti error expansions. Naturally, people want to ask if the auray of thenononforming element approximation an be improved by means of other methods.However, up to present, the work in this �eld have seldom been found in the literature.For the relatively simple Wilson element, a result of superonvergene in the energynorm has been obtained in [7℄ for a model situation and, within the same setting, in-dependently, Chen and Li [8℄ have obtained Lp and W 1;p (1 � p � 1) error estimatesas well as the extrapolation results. For more general equation, Chen and Li[8℄ haveobtained the error expansions and the pointwise superonvergene error estimates forthe gradient. For the Carey nononforming element, the superonvergene estimate ofthe gradient at the element entroid has been proved in [20℄. However, these superon-vergene results are only pointwise and partiular. In order to get the high auray ofthe nononforming elements as that for the onforming elements, we arefully analysethe Wilson element in this paper. We �nd that the Wilson element not only has thepointwise superonvergene, but also has the asymptoti error expansions, the globaland loal superonvergenes, the defet orretions and the extrapolations. The key� Reeived November 29, 1996



114 P. LUO AND Q. LINpoint of analysis is the expansions of some integral identities. And this kind of tehnialdetails an be found in [1℄, [4℄ and the original paper [10℄.It is known that the nononforming Wilson �nite element passes the Irons path teston general quasi-uniform quadrilateral meshes and the rate of onvergene in the energynorm is of �rst order. It is shown by an example in [5℄ that this rate of onvergeneis optimal. Thus, in ontrast to onforming quadrati �nite element whih ahieves aseond-order rate of onvergene in the energy norm, the Wilson �nite element losesone order of auray beause of its nononforming. In this paper, we present a methodthat as long as post-proessing on the �nite element solution, i.e., using a high orderinterpolation for the �nite element solution, we have not only obtained the globalsuperonvergenes of a seond order or higher order rate of onvergene, but also haveobtained the loal superonvergene and the defet orretion shemes.2. Global SuperonvergeneFor simpliity, let 
 be the unit square in the xy-plane. We onsider the followingboundary value problem8<: �Lu � � ��x�A1 �u�x�� ��y�A2�u�y � = f in 
;u = 0 on �
; (1)where A1, A2 and f are suÆiently smooth funtions de�ned on 
 and A1; A2 � � =onst > 0. Let T h = feijgn;mi;j=1 = feg be a retangular partition of the domain 
, wheren;m are two positive integers, eij = [xi�1; xi℄� [yj�1; yj℄ are retangular elements, and0 = x0 � x1 � � � � ;� xn = 1; 0 = y0 � y1 � � � � ;� ym = 1are two one-dimensional partitions on the x-axis and y-axis, respetively. De�ne hi =xi � xi�1, kj = yj � yj�1, and the mesh size h = maxfhi; kjgn;mi;j=1. As usual T h is saidto be quasi-uniform if there exists a positive onstant  suh thath � minfhi; kjgn;mi;j=1:Furthermore, T h is said to be unidiretionally uniform ifhi = h1; i = 1; � � � ; n; and kj = k1; j = 1; � � � ;m:For the mesh T h, let Nh denote the set of verties and we de�ne V h to be theWilson �nite element spae whih onsists of all funtions v 2 L2(
) suh that v ispieewise quadrati over 
 and ontinuous on Nh and v vanishes on Nh \ �
, i.e., sixdegrees of freedom on the element e of the Wilson element are uniquely determined byits values at four verties of element e and two integrals Ze �2v�x2 dxdy and Ze �2v�y2 dxdy.The Wilson �nite element solution of the equation (1), Rhu 2 V h, is de�ned throughthe relation ah(Rhu; 'h) = (f; 'h); 8'h 2 V h; (2)


